Army of ONE
By Ken Proctor

The sounds of many sandals on the hills,
The shine of shield and armor in the sun.
The thunder in the mountains of ten thousand angels’ wings...
And the ONE.
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The sounds of many sandals on the hills,
The shine of shield and armor in the sun.
The thunder in the mountains of ten thousand angels’ wings...
And the ONE.
The stamp of eager mounts compelled to wait
The creak of sinew bowstrings being strung
The murmur of new leather stretching taut among the host...
And the ONE.
The tensing muscles strain against the leash.
The hooves that stamp and scrape the rocky hills.
The pent anticipation builds to static in the lines...
And the ONE
The trumpet sounds and echoes off the peaks.
The sword and lance upon the shield they drum.
The mighty shout arises as a chorus from the throng...
And the ONE.
The shackle has been broken by the blood.
The drape that separates has been undONE.
The mighty host of Heaven’s halls could not this victory win.
Just the ONE.
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A friend of Spirit Driven Leadership introduced Ken Proctor to us because
Ken has a gift of communicating valuable lessons through stories and
poetry. Fortunately, Spirit Driven Leadership has the wonderful opportunity
to bring to our audience Ken’s work. This material will come primarily in
the form of articles, poems, short stories, lyrics and books.
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